CFDC MEETING MINUTES
January 18, 2017
Call to order @ 10:36 by David Morrison
Good morning everyone and thanks for being here. We are now
going to move right into the meeting since we all know each
other. We will now have the approval of the December minutes
that were sent out to you on Monday Via Email. John Edge
made a motion to approve minutes. David Todd made a
second. Minutes passed.
Our first report will be with Vanessa. The same things to report
as last month, new shelters are going up, we did 5 and we are
working on finishing up lighting. Two new constructions have
started. The is a super stop going in in monkey junction. We
have a couple of initiatives that are coming up. Our new
website will launch this month. Wave connect will launch which
is a way for anyone who wants to use our services can do so.
Questions or comments for Vanessa.
Outreach from David Todd. Nothing really to report. I am
looking for people to bring in, if you have any ideas please bring
them to me, I’d love to reach out. I am going to try and reach
out to the owners of Bitty and Beaus to see if they can come in.
David M. Miracle league of Wilmington asked if I could send out
some promotional materials for their 5k that will take place
next month. They also asked if we would like to have a table at

this event but, we will need a volunteer to man this table, I will
be unable to do so because I will be running in the race. If
anyone has any material that they would like to have at this
table, please let me know.
David Todd: What’s the date?
David M.: Saturday, 25th February @ 11, Miracles in Motion 5K
Vanessa: I would like to do a table, who do I contact?
David M. Contact Jennifer bell.
Vanessa: If I have a table I would be willing to share information
about CFDC while I am there.
David m.: If you do have a table, I will pass along information
that you can share at the event
Vanessa: IS there any Material
David: We have one brochure
David M: John do you have a city report?
Jonathan: We did receive yesterday three bids for the inland
greens project, it will go to the council in February for approval.
This is the park and the golf course at inland greens. The trail
for the park side is already in. They are adding some boche
courts. They are trying to make the trail for the golf course as
accessible as they can by making a hard surface to go on. They
are still looking for input so please pass it along to me.

I don’t understand why Joey isn’t here. I looked at our
agreement and it goes through June.
John Edge: Reason for missing last month?
Jonathan Batts: He did not think that we were meeting in
December
David M. Questions for Jonathan?
Vanessa: Do you have an update on the construction on Kerr
Ave at the intersection of Cinema drive by DRC
Jonathan: that is NCDOT
Vanessa: that is a location that we would like to look at for a
bus stop and we just need to know what is going on
Jonathan: I know that Chris Hawkins had trouble at Kerr Ave
and Market, I reached out but again that is NCDOT
Vanessa: Thanks, if you have any information can you pass it
along
David M: can you both keep me in the loop? Does anyone have
any old business that they want to bring forward?
Vanessa: What about the community relations commission and
their desire to have members from this organization?
David M: they have established their membership but I don’t
know if they have met yet. They have chartered themselves and
are moving forward. It has been difficult to get information

because I am an outsider looking in, so I can’t see their
progress. As far as I know though, these are public meetings
and we should be receiving more information soon
David M: New Business?
John Edge: I saw you in the paper David M., and that you are
helping people start non-profits.
David M. I work at the CIE and it is open to the public to come
and get information on how to get one started
John Batts: I need to come see you, “haha”.
David M.: Any other announcements
John Edge: March 4th Saturday, and to continue for 8 weeks the
Miracle league will begin out at Olsen Park. They have a game
at 10, 11, 12, 1. It is non-competitive baseball and for anyone
that would like to come and join you are welcome
Johnathan Batts: Saturday February 11. 5k @9. Polar Plunge
Kure beach. I would love for Jennifer to have a table at this
event.
David Schultz: I know that David and john have been to our
community appreciation night in the past. We will be having an
opportunity for people to come and celebrate and this will be in
Jacksonville @ the coastal community college January 27th5-7
PM.

David M. Anything else, If not, is there a motion to Adjourn?
John Batts: Joey just called and said that he moved his calendar
over and got his Wednesdays mixed up. He is feeling bad about
it and said that he would do what he could to make it up.
David Todd: he can provide our next meeting free or
refreshments.
John Edge: Sorry for not having the interpreter here.

